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ABSTRACT
Internet has changed the way education is being delivered. It is estimated that about 200 universities are offering some form of web-based learning. For traditional universities, the obvious question is not when but how to use the Internet effectively for educational purposes? How can they meet changing educational demands and manage change? What can we learn from early adopters? How can we institutionalize WBE? This panel will address many of these questions and will discuss several on going experiments and authors’ experiences with WBE.
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As Web-based education (WBE) diffuses across boundaries, cultures and disciplines it is moving to the second stage of WBE (product) life cycle. In the first stage emphasis was on WBE definition with few early adopters like the NJIT, University of Phoenix, University of Maryland and University of Baltimore. However, as more and more countries and universities are joining the WBE, emphasis is shifting on efficiency and the effectiveness of WBE. Students want time and place independent education. This is happening all over the world. This is something “new” for everybody. The concept of an education without face-to-face interaction is unheard of. Many stakeholders are resisting this change. Evidence needs to be generated to assure skeptical stakeholders. Irrespective of doubts, WBE is here to stay. We are moving from static to dynamic education

NEXT STAGE OF WBE
New ideas require new approaches and new/retrained people. Research needs to be done, discussions need to take place and experiments need to be done to study the viability of WBE in the future. The second stage is much more competitive and changing Web’s focus from “just” delivery to “efficient” and “quality” delivery. How can “quality” be incorporated in WBE? How will technology affect WBE in the future?

Researchers are still struggling with these and many other WBE issues. This panel will address some of the issues raised above and describe panelist’s experiences with web-based teaching. Panel will discuss experiences of a university with WBE diffusion, another panelist will discuss the future of the technology of on-line learning and the third panelist will discuss “Sustainability of e-learning” expressed in terms of quality assurance and economic balance. As with any new subject, this panel will answer many questions and raise new ones.
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